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Abstract. This paper presents some solutions of modern renewable energy system applied actually in dissipation energy source. To provide high 
quality voltage is applied an additional energy storage, made from super capacitor and bidirectional DC/DC convert. Integration of solar battery 
panels or renewable wind energy system is provided via DC link of the variable speed decoupled autonomous generation system. Results of com-
puter simulation and laboratory experiments are presented in the paper. 
 
Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono przegląd nowoczesnych rozwiązań systemów rozproszonej energii. W celu uzyskania energii o odpowied-
niej jakości należy zastosować superkondensatory współpracujące z dwukierunkowym przemiennikiem częstotliwości. W artykule zamieszczono 
wyniki obliczeń oraz badan laboratoryjnych systemu baterii słonecznych oraz wiatraków energetycznych. (Nowoczesne źródła zasilania energii 
rozproszonej i odnawialnej)  
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Introduction 
Renewable energy sources have non stable nature and 
their available power and energy are practically not predict-
able. However, their average potential energy is high and 
they will be important source of energy in different part of 
world. Variation of available power of renewable energy 
source results in poor quality of delivered energy. Therefore 
to utilize energy, produced by the wind tower, and a solar 
battery charges, a power conditioners are applied. In case 
of source producing electricity, the most common system is 
connecting them to stiff grid or to parallel operating generat-
ing set that provides quality AC voltage. Other method of 
renewable energy quality improvement is application of 
energy storage as battery or super capacitor bank. To pro-
vide high quality energy by hybrid system energy storage 
ratio of installed renewable source power to rated load 
power should be very high and energy storage capacity 
should be great. Moreover, in case of longer break of re-
newable energy recharging energy storage may be a prob-
lem. Therefore, the parallel operated conventional power 
source, including synchronous generator driven by internal 
combustion engine, is common practice. In conventional 
generating systems refueling is provided at any time and 
takes short time. Generator is sized to rated power of the 
load, and power produced by renewable source reduces 
theoretically demand of the primary energy delivered  drops 
significantly with loads, then primary energy savings are 
engine driving the generator. Most of saved energy by re-
newable energy source application is dissipated by this 
additional load. The paper presents some solutions of mod-
ern renewable energy system applied actually in dissipation 
energy source: wind turbine solar panel battery charge, 
SSS (support set system), and standby diesel generator 
cooperated in series, parallel and hybrid system with main 
energy system. Its solution enable obtain independent indi-
vidual energy source in different work exploitations. The 
paper proposes decoupled variable speed generating sys-
tem application as energy saving power conditioning meth-
od which also provides high quality delivered power and 
assures long life cycle of the engine. The decoupled gener-
ation system consists of alternative energy 
 
Islanding supply system 
Islanding refers conditions in which a distributed generator 
continues to power a location, even though electrical grid 
powers from the electric are designed to supply power to 
the grid, are generally required to have some sort of auto-

matic anti-islanding circuitry in them. In intentional islanding, 
the generator disconnects from  the grid, and forces the 
distributed generator to power the local circuit [1]. It can be 
dangerous to workers, who may not realize that a circuit is 
still powered, and it may prevent automatic re-connection of 
devices. For that reason, distributed generators must detect 
islanding and immediately stop producing power; this is 
referred to as anti-islanding. The common example of is-
landing is a grid supply line that has solar panels attached 
to it. In the case of a blackout, the solar panels will continue 
to deliver power as long as brightness is sufficient. In this 
case, the supply line becomes an “island” with power sur-
rounded by a “sea” of unpowered lines. For this reason, 
solar inverters that backup system for   buildings that nor-
mally sell their excess power to the grid. Islanding basics 
electrical inverters are devices that convert direct current to 
alternating current. Grid-interactive inverters have additional 
requirement that they produce AC power that matches the 
existing power presented on the grid. In particular, a grid- 
interactive inverter must match the voltage, frequency and 
phase of the power line it connects to. There are numerous 
technical requirements to the  accuracy of this tracking. 
Consider the case of a house with an array of solar panels 
on the roof. Inverter(s) attached to the panels convert the 
varying DC current provided by the panels into AC power 
that matches the grid supply. If the grid is disconnected, the 
voltage on the grid line might be expected to drop to zero, a 
clear indication of a service interruption. However, consider 
the case when the house’s load exactly matches the output 
of the panels at the instant of the grid interruption. In this 
case the panels can continue supplying power, which is 
used up by the house’s load. In this case there is no obvi-
ous indication that an interruption has occurred. Normally 
even when the load and production are exactly matched, 
the so-called “balanced condition” the failure of the grid will 
result in several additional transient signals being generat-
ed. For instance, there will almost always be a brief de-
crease in line voltage, which will signal a potential fault 
condition. However, such events can also be caused by 
normal operation, like the starting of a large electric motor. 
Methods that detect islanding without a large number of 
false positives are the subject of considerable research. 
Each method has some threshold that needs to be crossed 
before a condition is consider to be a signal of grid interrup-
tion, which leads to a NDZ (non-detection zone), the range 
of conditions where a real grid failure will be filtered out. 
New standard solution is the state of the art automatic dis-
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connection device, which guarantees that inverters in the 
grid have a very high availability, and can easily adapt to all 
grid conditions. Fig. 1 presents a SMA plant control system 
which enable an automatic control and monitoring PV plan, 
and Fig. 2 presents scheme of energetic island configura-
tion system. This paper places a statistical data of renewa-
ble sources: solar power, wind energy, hydroelectric power 
stations and  their participation in general energy balance. It 
demands settlements of connected regulations with: pro-
duction, energy transfer, and with the recuperation work of 
the renewable energy system. Some characteristics proper-
ties of photovoltaic energy sources presented on Fig. 3 
energetic island system configuration. In practical exploita-
tion of renewable energy sources appears damage work 
states: short circuits, bad frequency control, bad voltage 
control during changes of active and reactive power transfer 
to electric energy system, LVRT - low voltage faults ride 
through, and also FRT (fault row through) with dynamic grid 
support, provision of reactive current for highly dynamic 
voltage control, and also FRT with dynamic grid support. In 
the paper presented some examples of damage in renewa-
ble supply system, due with the inobservance of obligatory 
regulations, placed the analysis of damage, and preventive 
measures from futures. 

 
Fig. 1 SMA plant control system [2, 3]. 
 

Renewed source variable speed system  
The decoupled variable speed generation system is 
equipped in PMG (permanent magnet generator), power 
electronic AC/AC converter and super capacitor energy 
storage CSC. The AC/AC converter consists of rectifier, a 
DC/DC step-up converter (Ldc, Tdc, Ddc), a transistor in-
verter and output filter (Lf, Cf). Additionally to the DC link is 
connected a super capacitor energy storage CSC via con-
trolled bidirectional DC/DC converter (Csc, Lsc, Tbc, Tcc). 
The DC/DC converter, operating as chopper, provides the 
DC link voltage stabilization when generator operates as 
variable speed voltage source. The inverter, with output 
filter, generated an AC sinusoidal three phase voltage. To 
reduce the voltage drop, a super capacitor energy storage, 
controlled by reversible DC/DC converter, is applied. The 
energy storage, made with the super capacitor CSC, deliv-
ers an additional transient power to the DC link and it com-
pensates the voltage drop caused by load step at low speed 
[3, 4]. Integration of wind turbine driven generation system 
to variable speed generation system via DC link is shown in 
Fig. 4 [4]. The wind turbine generator WG supplies rectifier 
Rew and load torque of turbinegenerator is controlled by 
control of rectified current Idgw by chopper (transistor Tcw, 
inductor Lcw, diode Dcw). The main goal of system is to 
draw as much as possible energy from the wind turbine. 
This may be achieved indirectly by control of the DC bus 
voltage Vdc according to three reference voltages and 
loads. First reference DC link voltage Vdcr1 is related to the 
DC voltage produced by chopper of the wind turbine system 
which is limited and adjusted to wind speed, rectified cur-

rent Idgw. Its reference current Idgwr is produced by the 
wind turbine controller providing wide speed range opera-
tion. The maximum power delivered by wind turbine is 
∆Pdc1r. Second reference DC link voltage Vdcr2 is related 
to DC voltage, produced by step-up chopper of the variable 
speed generator controlling rectified current Idg, that is set 
to keep its rated value. To cope with increasing load, the 
generator speed is rising and when the speed gets its max-
imum value, then DC link voltage is coming to Vdc = Vdc2r. 
The maximum power delivered by the generation system is 
∆Pdc2r. When Vdc < Vdc2r then the DC link is supplied by 
the super capacitor energy storage which is able to deliver 
maximum power ∆P. In case of low power, it is produced by 
the wind turbine ∆Pdc1a < ∆Pdc1r and low speed of gener-
ator ∆Pdc2a < ∆Pdc2r [2, 5]. This is a serious advantage of 
the variable speed generation system over the conventional 
synchronous generator. However, the low power engine 
has lower torque which results in longer transients. The 
longer transients must be compensated by higher energy 
drawn from the super capacitor. The power delivered to 
load is a sum of the power delivered by RES and DVSGS. It 
is advised to the DVSGS to operate continuously with min-
imum power no less than power marked by point A. In this 
point the engine torque is sufficient high to assure long life 
of the engine but low speed results in low specific fuel con-
sumption. Change of output voltages and speed in decou-
pled hybrid system is presented in Fig. 5 [4]. 

 
Fig.2 Scheme of energetic island system configuration. 
 
Islanding detection methods 
Photovoltaic and solar panel it’s devices composed with 
adequate connected photovoltaic charges, which enable 
photoelectric phenomenon to generation of electric energy. 
Basic materials applied to photovoltaic charges construction 
it different kinds of silicon. Basic part of renewable energy 
system is microprocessor solar controller. It is apparatus 
which controls output voltage in optimal point of power 
consumption work. PWM MPPT (maximum power point 
tracking) controller enables realization of continuous and 
ripple charging a solar battery, and protected in damage 
and faults work conditions. Detecting an islanding condition 
is the subject of considerable research [1, 3, 4, 6]. It can be 
classified into passive methods (look for transient events on 
the grid), and active methods (probe the grid by sending 
signals of some sort from the inverter or the grid distribution 
point). There are also methods that utility can use to detect 
conditions that would cause the inverter-based methods to 
fail, and deliberately upset those conditions in order to 
make the inverters switch off. Passive methods include any 
system that attempts to detect transient changes on the 
grid, and use that information as the basis as a probabilistic 
determination of whether or not the grid has failed, or some 
other condition has resulted in a temporary change.  
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Fig. 3 Changes of power and total yield for PV [1]. 
 

We can use next methods: under/over voltage, un-
der/over frequency, voltage fast jump detection, harmonic 
detection [6, 7]. In under/over voltage method voltage is a 
function of electrical current and applied load (resistance). 
In the case of grid interruption, the current being supplied 
by the local source is unlikely to match the load so perfectly 
as to be able to maintain a constant voltage. A system that 
periodically samples voltage and looks for sudden changes 
can be used to detect a fault condition. Under/over voltage 
detection is normally trivial to implement in grid-interactive 
inverters, because the basic function of inverter is to match 
the grid conditions, including voltage. That means that all 
grid-interactive inverters, by necessity, have the circuitry 
needed to detect the changes. All that is needed is an algo-
rithm to detect sudden changes. However, sudden changes 
in voltage are a common occurrence on the grid as loads 
are attached and  removed, so a threshold must be used to 
avoid false disconnections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Scheme of hybrid topology renewed source [3, 4]. 
 

The range of conditions that result in non-detection with 
this method may be large, and these systems are generally 
used along with other detection systems. In under/over 
frequency of the power being delivered to the grid is a func-
tion of the supply, one that  the inverters carefully match. 
When the grid source is  lost, the frequency of the power 
would fall to the natural resonant frequency of the circuits in 
the island. Looking for changes in this frequency, like volt-
age, is easy to implement using already required function-
ality, and for this reason almost all inverters also look for 
fault conditions using this method as well. Unlike changes in 
voltage, it is generally considered highly unlikely that a 
random circuit would naturally have a natural frequency the 
same as the grid power. However, many devices deliberate-
ly synchronize to the grid frequency, like televisions. Mo-

tors, in particular, may be able to provide a signal that is 
within the NDZ for some time as they “wind down”. The 
combination of voltage and frequency shifts still results in a 
NDZ that is not considered adequate by all. In voltage 
phase jump detection method loads generally have power 
factors that are not perfect, meaning that they generally 
track the phase of the grid signal using a PLL (phase locked 
loop) of some sort. The PLL stays in sync with the grid 
signal by tracking when the signal crosses zero volts. Be-
tween those events, the system is essentially “drawing” a 
sine-shaped output, varying the current output to the circuit 
to produce the proper voltage waveform. When the grid 
disconnects, the power factor suddenly changes from the 
grid’s (1) to the load’s (~1). As the circuit is still providing a 
current that would produce a smooth voltage output given 
the known loads, this condition will result in a sudden 
change in voltage. By do not accept the voltage from the 
grid perfectly, but impede it slightly. Grid-tie inverters, by 
definition, have power factors of 1. This can lead to chang-
es in phase when the grid fails, which can be used to detect 
islanding. Inverters the time the waveform is completed and 
returns to zero, the signal will be out of phase. During har-
monics detection method application even with noisy 
sources, like motors, the THD (total harmonic distortion) of 
a grid-connected circuit is generally un measurable due to 
the essentially infinite capacity of the grid that filters these 
events out. Inverters, on the other hand, generally have 
much larger distortions, as much as 5% THD. This is a 
function of their construction, some THD is a natural side-
effect of the switched-mode power supply circuits most 
inverters are based on. Thus, when the grid disconnects, 
the THD of the local circuit will naturally increase to that of 
the inverters themselves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Change of output voltages and speed in decoupled hybrid 
system [6]. 
 

This provides a very secure method of detecting island-
ing, because there are generally no other sources of THD 
that would match that of the inverter. Additionally, interac-
tions within the inverters themselves, notably the transform-
ers, have non-linear effects that produce unique 2nd and 
3rd harmonics that are easily measurable. The drawback of 
this approach is that some loads may filter out the distor-
tion, in the same way that the inverter attempts to. If this 
filtering effect is strong enough, it may reduce the THD 
below the threshold needed to trigger detection. Systems 
without a transformer on the “inside” of the disconnect point 
will make detection more difficult. However, the largest 
problem is that modern inverters attempt to lower the THD 
as much as possible, in some cases to un measurable 
limits. Active methods generally attempt to detect a grid 
failure by injecting small  signals into the line, and then 
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detecting whether or not the signal changes [2, 5]. We can 
also apply different method concerned with: impedance 
measurements, slip mode frequency shift, impedance 
measurements for particular frequency, and frequency bias 
[8-10], realized in manual or automated disconnection. 
During impedance measurement attempts measured overall 
impedance of the circuit supply from inverter. Normally, it 
isn’t effect on the measured voltage, as the grid is an effec-
tively infinitely stiff voltage source. In the event of a discon-
nection, even the small forcing would result in a noticeable 
change in voltage, allowing detection of the island. The 
main application of this method is a small change for single 
inverter. However, main weakness of this method; in the 
case of multiple inverters, each one would be supplying a 
slightly different signal, hiding the effects on any one invert-
er. Manual disconnection could be automated through the 
use of signals sent though the grid, or on secondary means.  

 
Fig. 6 Change of inverter output voltage during short circuit 
 

For instance, power line carrier communications could 
be installed in all inverters, periodically checking for signals 
from the utility and disconnecting either on command, or if 
the signal disappears for a fixed time. Such a system would 
be highly reliable, but expensive to implement. A related 
concept is to deliberately force a section of the grid into a 
condition that will guarantee the DG  systems will discon-
nect. This is similar to the transfer-trip method, but uses  
active systems at the head-end of the utility, as opposed  to 
relying on the topology of the network. A simple  example is 
a large bank of capacitors that are added to a branch, left 
charged up and normally disconnected by a switch. In the 
event of a failure, the capacitors are  switched into the 
branch by the utility after a short delay. This can be easily 
accomplished through au ensuring that the start or end of 
the pulse they deliver means at the point of distribution. The 
capacitors can only supply current for a brief period, will 
cause enough of a change to trip the inverters. There ap-
pears to be no NDZ for this method of anti-islanding. Its 
main disadvantage is cost; the capacitor bank has to be 
large enough to cause changes in voltage that will be de-
tected, and this is a function of the amount of load on the 
branch. In theory, very large banks would be needed, an 
expense the utility is unlikely to look on favourably. Anti-
islanding protection can be improved through the use of the 
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems 
already widely used in the utility market. For instance, an 
alarm could sound if the SCADA system detects voltage on 
a line where a failure is known to be in progress. This does 
not affect the anti-islanding systems, but may allow any of 
the systems noted above to be quickly implemented. 
 
Simulation results and laboratory experiments 

Some simulation models were prepared for different 
kind of renewed and alternative energy source, in applica-
tion of Matlab Simulink and Simulation X computer program 
software [1, 6, 7]. In analysis realized a computer simulation 
of series and parallel connected renewed source contained: 
wind turbine bank, sun batteries charges, fuel combustion 
engine drives a permanent magnet generator, cooperative 

with super capacitor and transistor inverter. Results of com-
puters calculations were verified partially laboratory experi-
ments. Fig. 6 presents change of inverter output voltage 
during short circuit. Laboratory experiments and industrial 
test confirmed correctness work state of protection system 
for different faults states. 
 
Conclusion 

The paper presents hybrid generation system made 
from renewable energy source and decoupled variable 
speed generation system. The decoupled variable speed 
generation system operates as conditioner, which delivers 
power, when the renewable energy source power is not 
sufficient. It is proposed to arrange common DC link for the 
renewable energy source and decoupled generation sys-
tem. The simple decoupled variable speed generation sys-
tem is perfect conditioner because it delivers power along 
high efficiency of driving engine. This operation is specially 
advantaged when changes of the load are related not to 
steps of rated power. However, when high steps of load 
power are applied, then an additional conditioner made 
from super capacitor and DC/DC converter is proposed. 
The super capacitor is a source of transient high power and 
is recharged after end of transient state with low current. 
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